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The goal of this presentation is to give you a better understanding of why the tests are 
done the way they and what is going on with the pressures in unconditioned spaces during 
a duct leakage test.  This information should help you diagnose issues when you are not 
getting the number you were expecting



Well vented attic and crawlspace.  Terminology: Furnace (air handler), supply plenum, 
trunk, branches, registers, grills, return in crawlspace.  Supply air leaks into attic and house, 
return air leaks into crawlspace.  Blower door and Duct Blaster.



Static pressure probe: Bursting pressure, Bullet shaped end with 4 tiny holes,
Pointed into airflow, If measuring at a supply register where there is very little 
airflow, a tube is an option. Not the same as a pitot tube



3 options for where you can measure duct pressure





Pressure is more stable in plenum when the duct blaster fan is further away



If ducts are relatively tight (< 200 CFM) pressure will tend to be pretty uniform and any of 
the 3 locations will provide consistent results.  If the duct system is leaky (>500 CFM), there 
may be large pressure differences between from one part of the duct system and another.  
In this case the choice of probe locations may affect the results.  For leaky duct systems you 
may want to do 2 tests, one with a pressure at closest supply and one with pressure at 
furthest supply, and average the results.



Static probe not necessary at a supply register, but can be used



If the DG-700 is outside the house. such as connecting to an air handler in a garage, attic or 
a package unit in the yard, remember to reference the duct pressure to the house



With most code testing, the ducts should be fairly tight.



Small return can result in high back pressure



Left gauge show 302 Pa of backpressure (small return WRT room).  Right gauge has 
22.1 Pa at supply register in that room with open fan cranked.  Back pressure must 
be < 100 Pa for calibration to be correct.



Some AH cabinets may have electrical boards or other obstructions that create a 
high Back pressure.  Back pressure is the Pa AH cabinet / room



In this case, we are connected at the AH cabinet.  So we are measuring the AH 
cabinet with respect to the room pressure.





The goal of this section is to give you a better understanding of pressures you are 
measuring







We are not talking about during the duct tightness test, but under normal operating 
conditions







Now we have added the duct blaster fan and sealed the registers and grills and the house is 
closed up.



Ducts in well vented unconditioned spaces are seeing a higher pressure. 







If attic is not well vented, the attic spaced will be pressurized by duct leaks.  The ducts in 
those spaces will not see the full 25 Pa of pressure



Same with crawlspaces.  The leaks are not seeing the full 25 Pa of pressure.   If you don’t 
open unconditioned spaces to the outside, you are cheating the system.  It has a similar 
affect if you were to seal vents closed during the test.





The goal is to get the house and the ducts to the same pressure



Leaky duct systems will likely not all be at the same pressure.  Even tight duct systems may 
have a different pressure near a large leak.  You can go around and measure the pressure at 
the taped registers during the test and see if you get exactly zero in all cases.



There are two methods being taught.



Talk about what Duct / House means – talk about tubing connections on the gauge on A 
and B channels.  Talk about what PR / FL mode means



Outside pressure tube has tee connection to house and duct refference



But if the pressure gauge you are using has trouble reading zero without any tubing 
connected, you will probable be better off shooting for 25 Pa



Can’t reach zero with the duct blaster or can’t reach 25 with the blower door.



Use chart or formula







If you had a 3rd fan to keep the crawl space and attic at the same pressure, it would be 
possible to have all the ducts seeing 25 Pa, but this is beyond what can be expected of a 
tester.



Air flows from high pressure to low pressure.  Leaks to conditioned crawlspace show up as 
leaks to the outside.



Finally getting builders to do crawlspaces right but it makes your job harder





Duct leakage to outside test with one gauge.  Some customers only buy one gauge at first.  
If you send one in for calibration, you can still do the test.















Inducted pressure of 25 Pa – need to do a baseline on blower door pressure.  Some 
standards (RESNET) require a duct pressure baseline also.



Blower door will run less time during extreme conditions  - in MN anytime between 
thanksgiving and Easter



Default should be open, but before power is connected it is hard to say.  Always good 
practice to verify.  One tube might be where DB fan is connected at return and the other at 
a supply register




